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1. Description and purpose
Sharkee Dry Bags are used for the watertight storage of small goods up to a depth of 5 meters (Dry Bag Slim: 3
meters).
Water-sensitive and "indispensable" objects can be worn dry and impact-protected on the body during the
exercise of the sport / hobbies.
The possible areas of application are varied: sailing, kite surfing, stand up paddling, jet skiing, rafting, canyoning,
snorkeling, swimming / swimming, skiing, snowboarding and everywhere where you come in contact with water
or snow. Also suitable for chlorinated water in swimming pools.
2. Carrying way
Sharkee Dry Bags are placed around the hips or diagonally as a cross body bag when walking in / to the water
and with the safety closure (velcro fastener/Dry Bag Slim) on the body secured. Regardless of hip size and body
size, the combination of polyester strap and belt buckle allows stepless adjustment for tight fit on the back
Body.
3. Handling: opening and closing the special zipper
Part of our bags is the Tizip® Master Seal 10 zipper (Dry Bag Slim: Tizip® Master Seal 6). It consists of an
extremely durable polyurethane-coated fabric. The extra strong plastic teeth are attached to the fabric strap
on the front and back. The plugs compress the sealing lip when the zipper is fully closed. As long as she Closing
it completely, it makes your bag airtight, dustproof and 100% waterproof up to 5m water depth (Dry Bag Slim:
3 meters).
Make sure that no dirt particles get between the teeth or sealing lips. You can influence the tightness. In this
case, clean the zipper aloud Instruction in Chapter 7 (Cleaning and Care).
Pull the slider with slightly increased traction until it reaches the port and clicks into place. If the bag is used
underwater, make sure that the bag is under water Zipper is always completely closed. Never open the bag in
or under water. Dry the bag after use.
Operating the Tizip® MasterSeal 10 requires slightly increased traction on the slider. Some lubricating grease
(included), applied to the closure piece, the Reduce traction significantly. The chain links do not need to be
greased.
4. Handling: Belt buckle and straps
High quality and extremely robust buckles / clasps of the climbing and alpine sports brand AustriAlpin are used
by the Dry Bag Classic. The GT Cobra is made of 100% polymer without Metal components. It is therefore
suitable for use in salt water and in dusty and sandy environments. The patented flash lock can be neither
one-sided nor under load but only by double-sided actuation of the closure components open.
The strap can be adjusted on the male side with a variable bridge in length.
An additional option for length adjustment is the three-bar linkage.
The Dry Bag Slim is adjustable in length and closable due to its Velcro fasteners.
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5. Leak test by air bubble test
Please check before every use of the bag, if it is in perfect condition. Make sure the zipper is completely closed.
For example, pack on place piece of blotting paper or handkerchief in the bag, close the zipper as directed and
push the bag e.g. in a sink slightly under water.
Individual bubbles come out of the bag? That's okay, because air comes out of the bag, but water does not get
into it due to its physical properties! Should however, a bubble chain rising when you press the bag may
indicate a problem. Then dry your bag (and your hands) thoroughly, open the bag Zip and check the inside of
the bag and the contents for moisture.
In the event of moisture getting into the bag, the bag must not be used for its intended purpose. Within the
legal warranty we replace the bag or get your money back.
6. Please note urgently!
Sharkee Dry Bags are sturdy but not indestructible. Please use the neoprene bag only so that it can not be
damaged in harsh environments. Avoid the contact of sharp or pointed objects ... inside and out!
Do not fill in chemical substances such as acids, alkalis, etc., as these damage the material and thus can no
longer guarantee water resistance.
Be careful not to overfill the bag. If the material is overstretched due to overfilling, damage to the bag can not
be ruled out.
Please only fill the bag to the extent that the fit is maintained and the opening and closing of the special zipper
is not affected. Watch out to make sure that the items in the bag do not harm each other and take appropriate
precautions (such as protective cover for your cell phone, for glass damage and damage) damage to housing
due to contact with key etc.).
Check the bag for external damage before each use. To be on the safe side, perform the air bubble test each
time (see chapter 5.)
7. Cleaning and care
Sharkee Dry Bags are quality products. In order to have fun as long as possible and to maintain the quality of
the product, please note our instructions for cleaning and maintenance. Careful handling and regular care can
increase longevity.
After use, rinse the bag with soap and then tap water. Please do not use bleach, household cleaners, alcohol,
thinner or like that!
Check the zipper. If there are dirt or sand between the teeth or sealing surfaces of the zipper, clean it
thoroughly with something soapy water and then with clear water. For proper information on the use and care
of the Tizip® MasterSeal 6/10, please refer to the corresponding leaflet!
8. heat and cold!
Sharkee Dry Bags can withstand normal thermal loads in the intended use as the processed components are
robust and durable.
Sunlight can heat the bag and its contents. If possible, do not expose the bag to direct sunlight for a long
period of time, as the protection of the contents from heat or sunlight damage can not be guaranteed.
The insulating properties of the neoprene keep your small items even in winter sports against external weather
conditions.
9. Storage
Do not expose the bag to sunlight when not in use for a long time. If possible keep in a dry, cool and dark
place.
Do not bend the zipper.

We wish you a lot of fun with your sharkee Dry Bag!
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